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On the Generation of Dual Polar Spaces of Unitary Type over Finite
Fields
B. N. COOPERSTEIN†
It is demonstrated that the generating rank of the dual polar space of type U2n.q2/ is
(2n
n

when
q > 2. It is also shown that this is equal to the embedding rank of this geometry.
c© 1997 Academic Press Limited
1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC CONCEPTS
We assume the reader is familiar with the basic definitions relating to graphs and point–line
geometries (as a standard reference see [1]) and in particular, the distance function, a geodesic
path, and diameter of a graph; the collinearity graph of a point–line geometry 0 D .P; L/, a
subspace of 0, the subspace hXi0 generated by a subset X of P , and convex subspace of 0.
We define the generating rank, gr.0/, of 0 to be minfjX j : X  P; hXi0 D Pg, that is, the
minimal cardinality of a generating set of 0.
We further assume familiarity with the concept of a projective embedding e : P ! PG.V /
of a point–line geometry 0 D .P; L/ as well as the notion of a relatively universal embedding.
We say that 0 is embedable if some projective embedding of 0 exists. When this is the case
we shall define the embedding rank, er.0/, of 0 to be the maximal dimension of a vector
space V for which there exists an embedding into PG.V /. An immediate consequence of
these definitions is the following:
DEFINITION. Let 0 D .P; L/ be an embedable point–line geometry and let e : P ! PG.V /
be an embedding.
(1) dim.V /  gr.0/. Consequently, er.0/  gr.0/.
(2) If dim.V / D gr.0/ then e is relatively universal.
In general, when we have a subset X of V and some collection of subspaces A then we will
set A.X/ D fA 2 A j A  Xg.
1.1. Polar Spaces and Dual Polar Spaces of Type U2n.q2/. In this paper we will be interested
in two related point–line geometries: the polar and dual polar spaces of type U2n.q2/. The
polar space of type Uk.q2/ can be described as follows: Let V be a vector space of dimension k
over Fq2 and let  : Fq2 ! Fq2 be the automorphism given by .x/ D xq . We will usually
denote images under this map by the ‘bar’ notation: .x/ D xq D Nx . Now let f : V V ! Fq
be a nondegenerate hermitian form, that is, a map which satisfies:
f .u C v;w/ D f .u; w/C f .v;w/I f .av;w/ D a f .v;w/; f .w; v/ D f .v;w/
for u; v; w 2 V , a 2 Fq2 .
A vector v is isotropic if f .v; v/ D 0 and a subspace U is isotropic if f .U;U / D 0. The
maximal dimension of an isotropic subspace is [ k2 ] and all such subspaces are conjugate under
the action of
G D G.V / D fT : V ! V j f .T v; Tw/ D f .v;w/;8v;w 2 V g:
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We denote the isotropic subspaces of dimension l; 1  l  [ k2 ], by Pk.l; q2/. The points of the
unitary polar space are the isotropic one spaces Pk.1; q2/ and the lines are the isotropic two
subspaces Pk.2; q2/. We will denote by 0k this incidence geometry: .Pk.1; q2/; Pk.2; q2//.
For convenience throughout this paper we will set Pk D Pk.1; q2/ and Lk D Pk.2; q2/ and
when the value of k is understood we will drop this subscript and write simply P and L and
do likewise with 0k .
We will denote by Uk.l; q2/ the collection of all nondegenerate subspaces of V which have
dimension l; l  k and identify such a subspace with the isotropic points which it contains,
when l  2. The hyperbolic lines are the subspaces in Uk.2; q2/ which we will denote by Hk
or simply H when the value of k is clear from the context. The geometry .Pk; Hk/ will be
denoted by Nk or simply N .
Now let k D 2n be even. The second geometry which we will be concerned with is the
dual polar space of type U2n.q2/. This geometry has as its points the elements of P2n.n; q2/.
We will denote this set by Pn or simply P if the n is clear from the context. The lines are
in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of P2n.n − 1; q2/ and for such an isotopic
subspace, A, the line corresponding to it is l.A/ D fM 2 P j A  Mg. We will denote the set
of lines by Ln or simply L. We will use the notation DU2n.q2/ for the isomorphism class of
this geometry or simply D.
The main theorem of this paper is the following:
THEOREM A. The generating rank of DU2n.q2/ is
(2n
n

.
As we shall show the geometry DU2n.q2/ has an embedding e into a projective space
PG.M / where dim.M / D (2n
n

. Therefore as a consequence of Theorem A we will have the
following, which follows immediately from the definitions:
THEOREM B. The embedding into PG.M / is relatively universal. The embedding rank of
DU2n.q2/ is
(2n
n

.
In [3] a basis of an embedable geometry 0 D .P; L/ is defined to be a subset X  P such
that hXi0 D P and such that there exists some embedding e : P ! PG.V / with e.X/ an
independent set of points. Such sets exist if and only if the embedding rank of 0 is equal to
the generating rank. Therefore we have the following
COROLLARY 1.2. For q > 2 bases exist in the unitary dual polar space of type DU2n.q2/.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we consider the geometry Nk.Pk; Hk/
and prove that it is possible to find a set of points p1; p2; : : : ; pk in Pk such that for every
s  k the linear space Vs spanned by p1; p2; : : : ; ps is nondegenerate, and the subspace of Nk
generated by p1; p2; : : : ; ps is Pk.Vs/. In Section 3 we record some necessary properties of the
dual polar space DU2n.q2/. In Section 4 we will define a sequence of numbers by recursion
and get a closed expression for these numbers. In Section 5 we prove Theorem A.
2. PROPERTIES OF THE UNITARY SPACE Uk.q2/
In this section we consider a nondegenerate unitary space V of dimension k  2 over the
field Fq2 . With each isotropic point x 2 P let rx be the group of all transvections with center
x and axis x?. These are just the elements  of SL.V / such that [; V ]  x; [; x?] D 0.
These are subgroups of SU .V / D G \ SL.V / and the action of G on frx j x 2 Pg and P are
equivalent. We remark that for x; y 2 P either (i) f .x; y/ D 0 in which case [rx ; y] D 1 and
hx; yi D Fq  Fq or (ii) f .x; y/ 6D 0 and hrx ; ryi D SL.2; q/. We shall require the following
LEMMA 2.1. Let X  P . Then the group hrx j x 2 Xi leaves hXiN invariant.
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PROOF. Set S D hXiN . It suffices to prove that for all x 2 X and y 2 S that yrx  S.
If f .x; y/ D 0 then yrx D fyg. On the other hand, if f .x; y/ 6D 0 then yrx  P.hx; yi/ D
hx; yiN  S since x; y 2 S. 2
We now prove that we can choose a certain kind of basis for V :
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a basis of isotropic vectors v1; v2; : : : ; vk for V such that for each
j < k, Vj D hv1; v2; : : : ; v j i is nondegenerate and such that for j  3, Vj \ v?jC1 D Vj−1.
PROOF. If V has dimension two we can take v1; v2 to be any distinct pair of isotropic
vectors. If V has dimension three we can take any three noncollinear isotropic vectors. Thus
we can assume that the dimension of V is at least four. We can begin by taking v1; v2; v3 to
be any noncollinear triple of isotropic vectors in a non-degenerate three-dimensional subspace
of V . Assume now that v1; v2; : : : ; v j with j  3 have been chosen so as to satisfy the
requirements of the theorem and assume that j < n. It then follows that the dimension of
V?j−1 is at least two and therefore contains isotropic vectors which do not belong to V
?
j .
Choose v jC1 to be any such vector. To complete the proof it remains only to show that
VjC1 D Vj  hv jC1i is nondegenerate. Suppose x C av jC1, x 2 Vj is in the radical of VjC1.
Then clearly x 2 Vj−1 D Vj \ V?jC1. However, if x 6D 0 then there is a vector y 2 Vj−1 with
.x; y/ 6D 0 and then .x C av jC1; y/ D .x; y/ 6D 0. Therefore x D 0. However, now we must
have .v j ; av jC1/ D Na.v j ; v jC1/ D 0 which implies a D 0. 2
Now let v1; : : : ; vk be a basis for V as in Lemma 2.2 and set pi D hvi i a set of isotropic
points and let Vj D hp1; p2; : : : ; p j i. Our final result of this section concerns the subspace of
the geometry N generated by p1; p2; : : : ; p j for j  k.
LEMMA 2.3. Assume q > 2. Then for j  k, hp1; p2; : : : ; p j iN D P.Vj /.
PROOF. The case j D 1 is trivial. So assume that j > 1. Set S D hpi j 1  i  jiN and
let ri D rpi . By [4] hri j 1  i  ji D f 2 SU .V / j  jV?j D 1g D SU .Vj / and is transitive
on P.Vj /. hri j 1  i  ji leaves S invariant by Lemma 2.1 and therefore S D P.Vj /. 2
REMARK. When q D 2 and j  3 the result still holds: hp1; : : : ; p j iN D P.Vj /. How-
ever, jhp1; p2; p3; p4iN j D 18 whereas jP.V4/j D 45. It is true, however, if j  4 that
hP.Vj /; p jC1iN D P.VjC1/ since in this case hrp jC1 ; rx j x 2 P.Vj /i D NG.VjC1/\CG.V?jC1/
is isomorphic to SU .VjC1/.
3. PROPERTIES OF UNITARY DUAL POLAR SPACES
We continue with the notation of the introduction, but now we assume that the dimension k
of our unitary space is even, k D 2n, and record some properties of the geometry .P;L/
of type DU2n.q2/ which we require in the sequel. We remark that for points x; y 2 P the
distance function defined by the point–collinearity graph of DU2n.q2/ is given by d.x; y/ D
dim[x=.x \ y/] D dim[y=.x \ y/].
For B 2 P2n.t; q2/, that is a totally isotropic subspace of dimension t , denote by U .B/ those
p 2 P D P2n.n; q2/ such that B  p. We then have
PROPERTY 3.1. For B 2 P2n.t; q2/;U .B/ is a convex subspace of .P;L/. Moreover, U .B/
is the convex closure of any two points in U .B/ whose intersection is B. The diameter of U .B/
is n − t .
Note that for B 2 P2n.t; q2/, NB D B?=B is a nondegenerate unitary space of dimension
2.n− t/. Moreover, the map from U .B/ which takes p to p=B is a bijection onto the maximal
isotropic subspaces in NB. Consequently we have
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PROPERTY 3.2. The geometry of DU2n.q2/ induced on U .B/, B 2 P2n.t; q/ is DU2n−2t .q2/.
Assume now that p 2 P , l 2 L. Then l has the form P.A?/ for A 2 P2n.n − 1; q2/, where
P.A?/ consists of those elements of P which are contained in A?. Note that p\ A? 6D p\ A.
This can be seen, by induction on dim A \ p C n: Suppose first that A \ p D 0. Since
dim A? D nC 1A? \ p 6D 0 and consequently A? \ p 6D A\ p. Assume then that A\ p 6D 0.
Set B D A \ p and set NV D B?=B and denote images by using the bar notation. A; p  B?
so NA D A=B, Np D p=B. Now NA \ Np D 0. By the previous case NA? \ Np 6D NA \ Np. Since also
NA? D A?=B the assertion now follows. Since A? \ p 6D A \ p there is a unique element on
l which contains A? \ p. This implies
PROPERTY 3.3. For any point–line pair p,l there is a unique point on l nearest p.
Therefore .P;L/ is a near 2n-gon in the sense of Shult and Yanushka (see [6]). In a near
2n-gon we say that quads exist if for any two points at distance two the convex closure is a
generalized quadrangle (see [5]). By (3.1), (3.2) it follows that quads exist in .P;L/. We will
refer to the subspace U .C/, C 2 P2n.n − 2; q2/ as quads.
Let p 2 P and Q D U .C/ be a quad. By arguments similar to those used above it is not
difficult to see that the pair p; Q is gated, that is, there is a unique point x in Q nearest p and
for any point y 2 Q, d.p; y/ D d.p; x/C d.x; y/. This implies the well known result that
PROPERTY 3.4. .P;L/ is a classical near 2n-gon.
REMARK. Cameron [2] characterized the classical near 2n-gons and proved that they are
precisely the dual polar spaces.
We complete this section with three lemmas.
LEMMA 3.5. Assume x is an isotropic point of V and p 2 P is a maximal isotropic subspace
of V and p 62 U .x/. Then there is a unique point in U .x/ at distance one from p.
PROOF. Suppose q is such a point. p \ q is an .n − 1/-dimensional isotropic subspace.
Since x  p, q  p \ x? and, since x is not a subspace of p, p \ x? is a hyperplane in p.
Therefore, q \ p D p\ x? and q D hq \ p; xi D hp\ x?; xi. Thus, q is uniquely determined.
This also demonstrates that such a point exists. 2
LEMMA 3.6. Assume B is a subspace of V . Then Sb2B U .b/ is a subspace of DU2n.q2/.
PROOF. Set S D Sb2B U .b/. Suppose p 2 U .b/, q 2 U .c/, b; c 2 B and p and q are
collinear. If b  p \ q then p; q 2 U .b/ then the line P..p \ q/?/  U .b/  S. We get the
same conclusion if c  p \ q. We may therefore assume that neither b nor c is contained in
p \ q. This implies that hb; ci \ .p \ q/ D 0. Since b  p it follows that b  .p \ q/? and
similarly c\ .p\ q/?. It is then the case that .p\ q/? D hb; ci .p\ q/. But now, for every
p0 2 P..p \ q/?/, p0 \ hb; ci 6D 0. If b0 D p0 \ hb; ci then p0 2 U .b0/  S. 2
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose x; y are nonorthogonal isotropic points of V . Let h be the hyperbolic
line spanned by x; y. Then
hU .x/;U .y/iD D
[
z2h
U .z/:
PROOF. Let z 2 h, z 6D x; y and let p 2 U .z/. Since z  p and hx; zi D hy; zi it follows
that p \ x? D p \ y?. Set B D p \ x? D p \ y?. Also set Bx D hB; xi 2 U .x/ and
By D hB; yi 2 U .y/. Then Bx and By are collinear and the line they determine is P.B?/
which contains p. Thus U .z/  hU .x/;U .y/iD . However, by Lemma 3.6
S
z2h U .z/ is a
subspace and therefore hU .x/;U .y/iD D
S
z2h U .z/ as asserted. 2
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4. A RECURSION FORMULA
In this section we define for each integer n  2 a finite sequence of natural numbers
f f .n; j/gnjD0 by a recursion formula. We then obtain a closed expression for f .n; j/ as well
as for
Pn
jD0 f .n; j/.
For n D 2 we simply define f .2; 0/ D f .2; 1/ D f .2; 2/ D 2. Assume for some n  2 we
have defined f .n; j/, 0  j  n. Set .n/ D PnjD0 f .n; j/. We now define f .n C 1; 0/ D
f .nC1; 1/ D f .nC1; 2/ D .n/. For 3  k  nC1 we define f .nC1; k/ DPnjDk−1 f .n; j/.
The sequences f .n; j/ for 2  n  6 are as follows.
2 2 2
6 6 6 2
20 20 20 8 2
70 70 70 30 10 2
252 252 252 112 42 12 2
Before proceeding to our main result we first record a necessary lemma.
LEMMA 4.1. For natural numbers m; k
kX
tD0

m C t
t

D

m C k C 1
k

:
PROOF. This follows immediately by induction on k from the identity
l
s − 1

C

l
s

D

l C 1
s

:
2
LEMMA 4.2. For j D 0; 1; f .n; j/ D (2n−2
n−1

. For 2  j  n; f .n; j/ D
2
(2n−1− j
n− j

.
PROOF. We prove the result by induction on n  2. By definition, f .2; 0/ D f .2; 1/ D
f .2; 2/ D 2. On the other hand, (21 D 2(10 D 2 so that the result holds for n D 2.
Now assume that we have demonstrated the result for n, that is, for j D 0; 1, f .n; j/ D(2n−2
n−1

and for 2  j  n, f .n; j/ D 2(2n−1− j
n− j

. We now compute
.n/ D
nX
jD0
f .n; j/
which, by the inductive hypothesis, is equal to
2

2n − 2
n − 1

C
nX
jD2
2

2n − 1− j
n − j

D 2
n−1X
jD0

n − 1C j
j

:
By Lemma 4.1 this is equal to
2

2n − 1
n − 1

D

2n
n

:
We now prove the result for n C 1. By definition f .n C 1; 0/ D f .n C 1; 1/ D (2n
n

. Also, by
definition, f .n C 1; 2/ D (2n
n
 D 2(2n−1
n−1

and so this case holds as well.
Assume now that 3  j  n C 1. Then
f .n C 1; j/ D
nX
iD j−1
f .n; i/
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which, by the inductive hypothesis, is
nX
iD j−1
2

2n − 1− i
n − i

D
n− jC1X
tD0
2

n − 1C t
t

:
By Lemma 4.1 this is equal to 2
(2n− jC1
n− jC1
 D 2(2.nC1/−1− j
nC1− j

as desired. 2
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Let γ .n; q2/ be the generating rank of the geometry DU2n.q2/. In our first result of this
section we prove that γ .n; q2/  (2n
n

. This will be an immediate consequence of
PROPOSITION 5.1. The geometry DU2n.q2/ has an embedding into a projective space of
dimension
(2n
n
− 1 over Fq .
PROOF. Let xi ; yi ; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n be a hyperbolic basis for V , a vector space of dimension
2n over Fq2 , which is equipped with nondegenerate hermitian form f so that f .xi ; y j / D i j .
Also set  D fxi ; yi j 1  i  ng. Order  in the following way: If zi 2 fxi ; yi g, z j 2 fx j ; y j g
with i < j then zi < z j . On the other hand we set xi < yi . Now let M D ^n.V /. This
space has dimension
(2n
n

over Fq2 and is an irreducible module for SU .V; f /. Let fng
be the collection of all subsets of  of cardinality n. Define a map  : fng ! fng by
.8/ D fz 2  j z 2 h8i?g. This is a bijection and its fixed points are just those 8 with h8i
a totally isotropic subspace of V , alternatively, those 8 such that 8\ fxi ; yi g has one element
for each i .
For such a subset, 8 D fz1 < z2 <    < zng 2 fng set ^.8/ D z1 ^ z2 ^    ^ zn . This is
a basis for M . Now let  be the semilinear map from M to M given by

 X
82fng
a8 ^ .8/

D
X
82fng
a
q
8 ^ . .8//:
The fixed points of  is a Fq space of dimension
(2n
n

which we denote by m . Now each of the
groups Si D fg 2 SU .V; f / j g.hxi ; yi i/ D hxi ; yi i; gjhxi ; yi i? D 1g D SL.2; q/ fixes M .
Likewise, the monomial group of SU .V; f / with respect to the basis xi ; yi ; 1  i  n
leaves M invariant. Since these subgroups generate SU .V; f / this group leaves M invariant
as well. SU .V; f / is also irreducible on M . (If we identify SU .V; f / with the twisted group
2 A2n−1.q2/ then M is the module with highest weight n which is fixed under the graph
automorphism and has field of definition Fq . For details see [7].) We now show that PG.M /
affords an embedding of DU2n.q2/.
First note that the Fq2 span of x D x1 ^ x2 ^    ^ xn meets M in a one-dimensional Fq
subspace, namely the Fq span of x . Since SU .V; f / is transitive on all maximal totally
isotropic subspaces of V it follows that for any such subspace, i.e. point p 2 P of the
geometry DU2n.q2/ the one-dimensional Fq2 space ^n.p/ meets M in a one-dimensional Fq
subspace. Now consider the line l D U .hx1; x2; : : : ; xn−1i/. Then l D fhx1; x2; : : : ; xn−1; xni,
hx1; x2;m; : : : ; xn−1; axn C yni j a 2 Fqg. Set y D x1 ^ x2 ^    ^ xn−1 ^ yn . Then M
contains the Fq span of x and y. However, this span meets each of the one-dimensional Fq2
spaces spanned by x1 ^ x2 ^    ^ xn−1 ^ axn C yn , a 2 Fq in a one space. Since SU .V; f / is
transitive on the lines of the geometry DU2n.q2/ this holds for all lines. It therefore follows
that PG.M / affords an embedding for DU2n.q2/ as asserted. 2
COROLLARY 5.2. The generating rank of DU2n.q2/ is at least
(2n
n

.
PROOF. This follows from the definition of an embedding and the generating rank of a
geometry. 2
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We can now prove our main result:
THEOREM 5.3. Assume q > 2. Then the generating rank, γ .n; q2/, of the unitary dual polar
space, DU2n.q2/ is
(2n
n

.
PROOF. We make use of the notation previously introduced. As in Section 2 let p1; p2; : : :,
p2n be isotropic points such that for each j  2, hp1; p2; : : : ; p j i D Vj is nondegenerate
and for j  4, p?j \ Vj−1 D Vj−2. Now set C D VnC1. By Lemma 2.3 the subspacehp1; p2; : : : ; pnC1iN D P.C/. From this and Lemma 3.7 it follows that
hU .p1/;U .p2/; : : : ;U .pnC1/iD 
[
z2P.C/
U .z/:
By Lemma 3.6 the latter is a subspace of DU2n.q2/ and therefore
hU .p1/;U .p2/; : : : ;U .pnC1/iD D
[
z2P.C/
U .z/:
On the other hand, suppose p 2 P so that p is an n-dimensional isotropic subspace of V .
Since dim.V / D 2n and dim.C/ D n C 1 it follows that p \ C 6D 0. Therefore there is an
x 2 P.C/, x  p and then p 2 U .x/  hU .p1/;U .p2/; : : : ;U .pnC1/iD . Consequently, the
set of subspaces U .pi /, 1  i  n C 1 generate P . We will make use of the recursion of
Section 4 to demonstrate that these subspaces can be generated by
(2n
n

points. Together with
Lemma 5.2 this will imply that the generating rank of DU2n.q2/ is exactly
(2n
n

.
Suppose n D 2. Then each of U .pi /, i D 1; 2; 3 is a DU2.q2/ geometry, that is, a hyperbolic
line which requires two points to generate. As a result, by the above argument, we can generate
DU4.q2/ with 2C 2C 2 D 6 D
(4
2

points.
Suppose now that n > 2. For j D 1 set G.n; j/ D fA  U .p1/ j hAiD D U .p1/. For
1 < j  n C 1. Let B j−1 D hU .pi / j ih jiD and set G.n; j/ D fA  U .p j / j hA; B j−1 \
U .p j /iD D U .p j /g.
Finally, set g.n; j/ D minfjAj j A 2 G.n; j/g. We claim that g.n; j/ D f .n; j − 1/ for
every applicable pair n; j where f .n; j/ are the numbers defined recursively in Section 4. We
will prove this inductively on n and j .
Suppose for some n  2 that we have demonstrated that g.n; j/ D f .n; j − 1/ for j D
1; 2; : : : ; n C 1. Then by the definition of the numbers f .n; j/ it follows that
γ .n/ 
nC1X
jD1
g.n; j/ D
nX
jD0
f .n; j/ D f .n C 1; 0/ D

2n
n

from Lemma 4.2. However, from Corollary 5.2 γ .n; q2/  (2n
n

and therefore we get equality.
Note that the theorem will now be a consequence of the equality of g.n; j/ and f .n; j − 1/
for all n; j . Notice also that as a result of this if A j 2 G.n; j/; j D 1; 2; : : : ; n C 1 then
A DSnC1jD1 A j is a generating set for DU2n.q2/. This implies the following:
Assume j < nC 1. Set C.n; j/ D fC  P j hB j−1;CiD D Pg and c.n; j/ D minfjC j j C 2
C.n; j/g. Then
c.n; j/ D
nC1X
iD j
g.n; i/:
We now prove that g.n C 1; j/ D f .n C 1; j − 1/ for j D 1; 2; : : : ; n C 2. Since U .p1/ is
isomorphic to DU2n.q2/m.n C 1; 1/ D γ .n/ D
(2n
n

. Also, for j D 2 or 3, m.n C 1; j/ D (2n
n

since B j−1 \ U .p j / D ; as p?j \ Vj−1 is either 0 or a single nonisotropic point in the
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respective cases. Assume then that j  4. Now B j−1 \U .p j / D B j−2 and, of course, U .p j /
is a subspace of DU2nC2.q2/ isomorphic to DU2n.q2/. From Lemma 5.3 we have that
g.n C 1; j/ D c.n; j − 1/ D
nC1X
iD j−1
g.n; i/:
By the induction hypothesis
nC1X
iD j−1
g.n; i/ D
nX
iD j−2
f .n; i/
which, by Lemma 4.2 is equal to f .n C 1; j − 1/ so that g.n C 1; j/ D f .n C 1; j − 1/ as
required.
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